INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS – SQUEEZE OFF-TOOL
Squeezing of carrier pipes – retrofitting of pipe components
INFORMATION AND SAFETY WARNINGS

Notes about these installation instructions

Validity
These installation instructions are valid worldwide.

Pictograms and logos

Safety information
Legal information
Important information that must be noted

Currentness of the installation instructions
To ensure your own safety and the correct use of our products, please check at regular intervals whether a newer version of these installation instructions is available. The issue date of your installation instructions is always printed in the bottom left-hand corner of the cover page. You can obtain the current installation instructions from your REHAU sales office, specialist wholesaler or you can download it from www.rehau.uk.

Safety warnings and operating instructions
- For your own safety and the safety of other people, please read all safety warnings and operating instructions carefully and in full before commencing installation.
- Keep the installation instructions handy for easy access
- If you do not understand the safety warnings or the individual installation regulations, or if there is any uncertainty with regard to their content, please contact your local REHAU sales office.
- Non-compliance with the safety information may lead to damage to property or personal injury

Proper use
The REHAU pipe systems and their components must only be planned, installed and operated as described in the current applicable technical information or in the relevant installation instructions. Any other use is improper and therefore prohibited.
For more detailed advice, please contact your REHAU sales office. Proper use entails compliance with all of the instructions in the technical information as well as the installation, operating and maintenance instructions. We accept no liability for improper use or prohibited modifications to the product and all resultant consequences.

Observe all applicable national and international regulations relating to laying, installation, safety and the prevention of accidents when installing pipe systems, as well as the instructions in the technical information and these installation instructions. Please also observe the applicable laws, standards, instructions and regulations (e.g. DIN, EN, ISO, DVGW, TRGI, VDE and VDI) as well as regulations on environmental protection, regulations of the Employer’s Liability Insurance Association and specifications of the local public utilities companies. Please ensure that the guidelines, standards and regulations in use are the valid version in each case. The design and assembly instructions relate directly to the REHAU product in each case. Some sections refer to generally applicable standards or regulations.
More specific standards, regulations and instructions relating to the planning, installation and operation of drinking water or heating systems or systems for building services must also be observed and do not form part of this technical information.
Areas of application not included in the technical information (special applications) require consultation with our Technical Applications Department.
Personnel requirements
- Only authorised and trained persons are permitted to install our systems
- Work on electrical equipment or wiring may only be performed by authorised and qualified electricians

General precautions
- Keep your workplace clean and free of obstructions
- Ensure that your workplace is adequately lit
- Keep children, pets and unauthorised persons away from tools and the installation areas. This applies particularly in the case of renovation work in an occupied area
- Only use the components intended for the respective REHAU system. The application of components from other systems or the use of tools which do not come from the relevant REHAU installation system can result in accidents or other hazards

Working clothes
- Wear protective goggles, suitable working clothes, safety shoes, a hard hat and a hairnet if you have long hair
- Do not wear loose-fitting clothing or jewellery as they may get caught in moving parts

During installation
- Always read and follow the operating instructions for the REHAU installation tool you are using
- Improper handling of tools can result in severe cuts, trapped or severed limbs
- Improper handling of tools can damage the jointing components and result in leaks
- REHAU pipe cutters have a sharp blade. Store and handle them in such a way that there is no risk of injury from the REHAU pipe cutters
- When cutting the pipes to size, maintain a safe distance between the hand holding the pipe and the cutting tool
- Never put your hand in the tool’s cutting zone or on moving parts during the cutting process
- Following the expansion process, the expanded pipe end returns to its original shape (memory effect). Do not insert any foreign objects into the expanded pipe end during this stage
- Never put your hand in the tool’s compression zone or on moving parts during the compression process
- The fitting may fall out of the pipe until the compression process is complete. Risk of injury!
- During maintenance or retooling work and when changing the installation area, always unplug the tool and prevent it from being switched on accidentally

Operating parameters
- If the operating parameters are exceeded, excessive stress is placed on the pipes and connections. It is therefore not permissible to exceed the operating parameters
- Adherence to the operating parameters is to be ensured via safety and control facilities (e.g. pressure reducer, safety valves and similar)

System-specific safety warnings
- Deburr or remove edges on insulating sleeves in order to prevent possible injury
- When sawing or sanding foamed PUR, a dust mask must be worn
- When welding electrofusion couplers and foam moulding with PUR foam for the shroud, the component heats up
- There is a danger of crushing when working with lashing straps to fix the pipes in place. Do not reach into the hazardous areas
- Only make the connection using suitable installation tools
- The relevant operating instructions, instruction leaflet and technical information must be observed when handling tools and making the connection
- Do not use dirty or damaged connection components or tools
- Cordless or mains-operated tools such as A-light2, A3, E3, G2 are unsuitable for permanent operation. A break of min. 15 minutes must be taken after approx. 50 consecutive compressions to allow the appliance to cool down
- You can find the exact allocation of the connection components in the current price list
GENERAL INFORMATION AND TOOLS

General information
For repair and integration work, e.g. to connect heat consumers retrospectively, RAUTHERMEX and RAUVITHERM PE-Xa carrier pipes can be squeezed. Squeezing-off pipe avoids having to empty a larger pipe section and/or prevents full draining of the system.
In addition to the specifications listed here, those of the technical notification DVGW GW332 must be observed, as well as the information provided by the manufacturer of the squeeze-off tool.

Tools and material
The following types of commercially available squeeze-off tools can be used according to pipe type and dimension:
1. Mechanical squeezing for pipes up to dimensions of 63 x 5.8 mm.
2. Hydraulic/mechanical squeezing from dimensions 75 x 6.8 mm to 160 x 14.6 mm.

When cutting to length and laying pipes, they can be subject to linear expansion due to temperature and production conditions.
In order to be able to close any gaps which may appear between pipe ends after cutting, two additional pipe sections must be prepared along with the appropriate shroud, accessories and required fittings.
These pipe sections can be either RAUTHERMEX, RAUVITHERM or RAUTHERM FW, as long as they are suitable for heating applications.
They will have to be approx. 0.5m long and must match the size of the main spine.
The following materials are required for insulating the pipe joint and squeezing points:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of connection:</th>
<th>Accessories required for insulation:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T-branch with RAUTHERMEX:</td>
<td>one T-clip shroud, two I-clip shrouds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-branch with RAUVITHERM:</td>
<td>one T-heat-shrink shroud, four additional heat-shrink sleeves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connection to blind end with RAUTHERMEX:</td>
<td>two I-clip shrouds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connection to blind end with RAUVITHERM:</td>
<td>one I-heat-shrink shroud, two additional heat-shrink sleeves</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 1: Material required for insulating when squeezing
PREPARATORY WORK STEPS

1. Exposing pipe
For retrospective installation of a T-branch: 4.5 m long; minimum 0.8 m wide (see trench dimensions in Fig. 2 and section (A) Fig. 3); 0.15m working space under the pipe.

For retrospective connection to a blind end: minimum 0.5 m main pipe on both sides and expose blind ends (see trench dimensions in Fig. 8); 0.15m working space under the pipe.

The pipe can be propped up in the working area to improve accessibility.

2. Laying house connection pipe
Lay pipe route from header pipe connection to building entrance including building entrance fitting and ball valve.

3. Further preparations
In order to keep the squeezed-off pipe length to a minimum, installation step 1 (stripping) should be carried out before the squeezing-off process is begun, as well as preparing the other work steps where possible.

Symbol for squeeze-off tool
INSTALLATION STEPS

(A) Retrospective installation of a T-branch

1. Stripping the insulation
Strip the insulation from the house connection pipe on the end to be connected and the header pipe in three places as per the diagram on Fig 3. This will ensure squeezing-off takes place at a sufficient distance from the pipe ends.

For RAUVITHERM, the removed insulation can be used again later.

For RAUTHERMEX, carefully remove and peel off the outer jacket. Then remove the foam.
Remove left-over PU foam from the carrier pipe with the help of sand paper.

Take care not to damage the carrier pipe in the process.

Clean the pipe sections in the working area (see image on Fig. 4) to prevent contamination of the heat-shrink sleeve and/or sealing rings during installation.
2. Squeezing-off

- Carrier pipe and squeezing axle must be free from sand and dirt at the squeezing point. Only squeeze-off tools which are in full working order and comply with the requirements specified in GW 332 may be used.
- The squeezing-off point must be a distance of at least 5x the outer diameter of the carrier pipe from the next pipe joint. There must be a distance of at least 6x the outer diameter of the carrier pipe from a previous squeezing-off point.

Adjust the squeeze-off tool to the wall thickness of the pipe using the limit stop and position the squeeze-off tool over the centre of the carrier pipe. Squeezing-off should be performed quickly until the limit stop is reached. When using more than one squeeze-off tool, position according to space available.

Fig. 5 Hydraulic squeeze-off tool must be kept in an upright position.
3. Cutting through

**Scalding hazard**
When cutting through pipes, hot water may spray out and injure persons. Exercise caution when cutting through pipes and wear suitable protective clothing.

**Risk of accident!**
Pipes under pressure may spring out. It must be ensured that the pipes are free from stresses during trimming. The pipe sections to be cut may need to be secured.

Cut through the carrier pipe using a suitable tool. It must be ensured that the cuts run perpendicular to the pipe axis. Burrs and uneveness of the cut surface are to be removed using a suitable tool.

Important: once the pipe has been cut, it contracts to a certain extent. This creates a gap. For this reason, wait for around 10 minutes until no further changes in length can be observed. Then, the carrier pipes should be cut, if required, and fitting inserted. If the gap becomes too big for the fitting, the pipe can be extended accordingly using an additional coupling and a carrier pipe section.

4. Preparing sleeves/insulation
Before connecting the carrier pipes, the relevant shroud accessories (heat-shrink sleeve and heat-shrink shroud and/or sealing rings) should be slid onto the pipe ends. The installation instructions ‘Heat-shrink shroud’ or ‘Clip shroud’ should be observed, as well as installation instructions ‘Compression sleeve joint’.

- Main spine: push three heat-shrink sleeves (when using heat-shrink shrouds) onto every pipe end or three sealing rings appropriately aligned (when using clip shrouds) onto every pipe end.
- House connection pipe: push heat-shrink sleeve and opened heat-shrink shroud or sealing ring (when using clip shrouds) onto the pipe end.

When using clip shrouds, pay attention to the alignment of the sealing rings. After final positioning of the sealing rings (see point 7), each of the sealing lips must be pointing towards the inside of the sleeve.

Symbol for heat-shrink sleeve (for installation of heat-shrink sleeve) respectively sealing ring (for installation of clip shroud)

![Fig. 6 Arrangement of the heat-shrink sleeves/sealing rings BEFORE jointing](image)
5. Completing the compression sleeve joint

Connect pipes as per installation instructions ‘Compression sleeve joint’.

First connect the main pipe, then connect the branch.

Take note of the position of flow and return.

6. Release the squeeze-off tool and aerate the house connection pipe

Risk of water escaping!
When releasing the squeeze-off tool with the house connection open, water may escape.
Check that the house connection pipe is fully isolated at the building. Carefully open the shut-off device for subsequent aeration.

- Release the first squeeze-off tool in each flow direction (note the flow and return)
- Connected pipe is still pressurised!
- Carefully open the shut-off device in the house and aerate the pipe
- Release the second squeeze-off tool
- Mark the squeezing point on the carrier pipe

The carrier pipe returns to its original shape due to temperature, pressure and the memory effect of the material PE-Xa.
7. Insulating and sealing

Squeezing-off points are to be subsequently insulated and sealed, once the pipe sections have been pressurised and checked for tightness.

The installation instructions ‘Clip shroud’ and ‘Heat-shrink shroud’ are to be observed.

For a RAUVITHERM connection only, the original insulating layers removed during stripping can be used again. The insulating layers can be attached using adhesive tape. Before shrink wrapping the heat-shrinking area, clean again and rough with an abrasive cloth, if required. Warm up surface of pre-insulated pipe before shrink wrapping.

Seal squeezing-off points with two overlapping heat-shrink sleeves each.

(B) Retrospective connection to a blind end

The blind end must be stripped in two places as per the diagram to Fig. 8; the house connection pipe only needs to be stripped on the end to be connected.

For retrospective connection to a blind end, after the step ‘Stripping’ follow the same procedure as for point A: ‘Retrospective installation of a T-branch’.
Our verbal and written advice relating to technical applications is based on experience and is to the best of our knowledge correct but is given without obligation. The use of REHAU products in conditions that are beyond our control or for applications other than those specified releases us from any obligation in respect of claims made in respect of the products. We recommend that the suitability of any REHAU product for the intended application should be checked. Utilisation and processing of our products are beyond our control and are therefore exclusively your responsibility. In the event that a liability is nevertheless considered, any compensation will be limited to the value of the goods supplied by us and used by you. Our warranty assumes consistent quality of our products in accordance with our specification and in accordance with our general conditions of sale.
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